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CEO MESSAGE

2020: THE NEW ERA
In mid-January, we hosted the 2020
Horizon Open House in Kaohsiung,
Taiwan. The event was a tremendous
success, and much credit is due to our
staff for executing such a well-organized program. For three sun-filled
days, over 300 owners and special
guests from around the world gathered to witness the

domestic market, would be a big challenge. But the FD

unveiling of six brand new yachts. Among them, the

Series has become a game changer on the world stage,

FD75 and FD102 made their world debuts.

and I am delighted to see other shipyards following our

Horizon’s FD Series has been extremely successful
since the launch of the first FD85 at the 2016 Taiwan

lead, because that means we are moving in the right
direction: at the head of the pack.
Thanks to the great effort from every member of our

International Boat Show. In the last three-and-a-half
years, we have experienced record sales and have sold

team, Horizon has grown to become one of the major

20 FDs valuing over 150 million dollars.

players in the global yachting industry. I am confident

Every yacht builder faces global competition and

that the New Era for Horizon Yachts begins in 2020.

must build the best product for success. The idea of
developing an outstanding yacht had been on my mind
for some time. I knew that it had to be very unique
without too many similarities to others; it had to have
enough space for a client to do full customization –
because that's our biggest strength – and I also wanted
it to become a platform to showcase our design and

John Lu

engineering capabilities.

CEO of Horizon Group

Ultimately, our goal is to become a leader rather

T H E NE W F D 1 0 2 S K Y L I N E

than a follower. We knew that pioneering an industry
SUPERYACHT STYLE. EXPEDITION PERFORMANCE.

trend from a place like Taiwan, which has such a small

The first “superyacht’ model in the FD Series, the new FD102 Skyline can be configured with double
salons, an on-deck master, four lower deck staterooms and spacious crew areas. Offering an
extended range and superior stability from the High Performance Piercing Bow and
Founded in 1987, Horizon Yachts has celebrated 30 years as one of the largest luxury yacht builders in the world as well as the number one builder in the Asia Pacific region. During these three
decades, Horizon has delivered over 835 luxury yachts, with more than 210 of these over 80 feet in length. Popular models ranging from 52 to 150 feet include motor yachts, superyachts, power
catamarans, expedition yachts, and fast displacement motor yachts.
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Recent Launches
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THESE PAGES
The owners opted for
a sophisticated interior
décor coupled with
relaxing deck spaces.

Horizon kicked off the new decade with six brand new yacht
launches, all unveiled during the 2020 Horizon Open House.
ENCLOSED FLYBRIDGE

MAIN DECK AFT
MAIN SALON

SOLD TO EUROPEAN OWNERS

FD102 Skyline
Hull One

FOREDECK SUN PAD
V O L U M E 5 2 // 2 0 2 0

BEACH CLUB

FOREDECK JACUZZI

The brand new FD102 is the first

interior within a 25' 3 (7.68m) beam. The

“superyacht” model in the Cor D. Rover-

FD102 is configured with double salons, an

designed FD Series. Completed within an

on-deck master stateroom, and a spacious

sold since the model was first announced,

impressive 12-month build period and

four-stateroom layout on the lower deck.

with Hull Two scheduled to deliver to her

classed to Bureau Veritas charter, Hull

The FD102 accommodates up to six crew-

American owners in Summer 2020 fol-

One boasts an overall length of 108' 6" feet

members and is powered by twin MTUs

lowed by Hull Three in Fall 2020. Read the

(33.07m) and accommodates a voluminous

of 1,600hp each. Three FD102 yachts have

full feature on this FD102 on page 26.
DEFINE YOUR HORIZON
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AVAILABLE FOR SALE

FD75
Hull One

MASTER STATEROOM

FOYER

MAIN SALON
MAIN DECK AFT

Taking its place at the entrance of the FD
Series, the debuting FD75 is designed to
appeal to serious owner/operators, and features a raised pilothouse design that accom-

THESE PAGES
Unparalleled space and
ingenious functionality
define the new FD75.

modates both an open bridge and a lower helm
area within a 20' 4" (6.2m) beam. Uniquely, the
FD75 is offered in a three or four-stateroom
layout, which includes a full-beam, semi-ondeck master stateroom fitted with an en suite

new FD75 will be on display at the Palma Boat

and walk-in closets, and two or three state-

Show, June 4 – 7, 2020. Contact Horizon Yacht

rooms on the lower deck. Accommodations for

Europe at +34 971 673 508 or email sales@horizonyachteurope.com to learn more. Read the

two crew members are found aft, and a fully
equipped beach club is optional. The brand
V O L U M E 5 2 // 2 0 2 0

FLYBRIDGE

HELM

full feature on this FD75 on page 18.
DEFINE YOUR HORIZON
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SOLD TO AMERICAN OWNERS

FD87 Skyline
Hull Twelve
The most popular model in the Fast Displacement
series, the FD87 resides in the proverbial “sweet spot”

MAIN SALON

for owners looking to maximize space, performance
and amenities in a mid-range yacht. Commissioned
for American clients, the FD87 Hull Twelve accommodates eight guests in four staterooms, including a full beam, on-deck master suite. In place of a
fifth stateroom, the owners specified a large laundry/
storage room. The amenities continue from the foredeck lounging area to the hi/lo swim platform, which
fronts the beach club with its seating area and backlit bar, and the quarters for three crew. Specified in the
Skyline (enclosed bridge) configuration, this FD87 features a helmstation with triple helm chairs that flows
into the skylounge area with a hi/lo coffee/dining
table with seating. The boat deck features a bar with
fixed stools, a large freezer and grill station.

ON DISPLAY AT SANCTUARY COVE

MAIN SALON

RP100
Hull One

Customized for the Australian market and conforming to
AZ/NZS electric standards, the RP100 offers a traditional
superyacht configuration, with a four-stateroom layout and
spacious main salon opening from the aft deck that leads into
the formal dining area with a grand country-kitchen-style galley forward. The raised pilothouse is accompanied by a large
built-in settee, while the open flybridge offers U-shaped seating and a dinette, a wet bar and grill, and davit for launching
the tender. The four staterooms are positioned on the lower
deck, with the full-beam master amidships, a VIP in the bow
and two twin cabins to port and starboard. Quarters for up to
three crew are situated aft.
V O L U M E 5 2 // 2 0 2 0
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new wave

AVAILABLE FOR SALE

FD80 Skyline
Hull Four
MAIN SALON

The fourth hull of the FD80 model – which was originally
called the FD77 and debuted at the 2019 Palm Beach Boat
Show – features a Skyline (enclosed bridge) configuration
and accommodates eight guests in four staterooms, including an on-deck master. The neutral-toned main salon is
accessed through fully opening folding glass doors from the
large aft deck with a seating area and dining table for eight.
On the bridge deck, a semi-walkaround side deck leads from
the boat deck with a bar area to the foredeck with seating
and sunning areas. Boasting a 22' 8" beam, the FD80 Hull
Four is powered by twin MAN V8 engines of 1,200hp each.

SOLD TO AMERICAN OWNERS

PC65
Hull Three

MASTER STATEROOM

Commissioned by an American client who is an avid sailor,

advantage of the windows that wrap around the main deck.

this four-stateroom yacht features exquisite woodwork

On the lower deck, three staterooms are nestled within the

throughout, from traditional teak-and-holly floors to cus-

hulls; a queen and double in the starboard hull and a twin

tomized compass rose inlays. The spacious main salon

and crew quarters in the port. While the PC65 is available in

occupies most of the yacht’s 24' 6" beam (minimized only

enclosed skylounge or open bridge versions, the owner spec-

by the walkaround side decks) and houses a large bar run-

ified an open flybridge that can be protected with EZ2CY

ning along the starboard side faced by an L-shaped seating

enclosures. Powered by twin CAT C12-9 diesels, the newest

area to port. Forward, the bright master stateroom takes

PC65 has an impressive 24.7-knot top speed.

V O L U M E 5 2 // 2 0 2 0
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Horizon Ranks World’s 9th
Largest Builder in 2020
Global Order Book
An uptick in orders has propelled the Taiwan-based yacht builder to
rank among the World’s Top 10 Yacht Builders

ABOVE
The annual Global Order
Book appeared in the
January 2020 issue of Boat
International.

downsized from larger yachts, stating that
the space afforded by the FD adequately
suited their needs.
While Taiwanese yacht build production saw a slight decrease (down 5.4 percent) from 2019, the production numbers
for the country remain high, with Horizon
accounting for a 14.3 percent increase in
projects year-on-year. Overall, the GOB
predicts the superyacht industry to be in
a “holding pattern” with the exceptions of
the 100-meter-plus (300ft+) market (operating at a 10-year high) and a resilient midsized market. Shipyards such as Horizon
that are investing heavily in their product lines are pioneering the growth of the
The rankings of the world’s leading yacht

current ranking of #9 among the Top 10

industry overall, and owners intent on

builders in the much-anticipated 2020

builders in terms of overall length, with

pushing the boundaries - in terms of use of

Global Order Book have been released.

24 projects totaling 709 meters (2,326 feet)

glass, hull forms, propulsion and efficiency

Horizon Yachts is once again among the

underway.

- are driving the innovation.

Top 10 Largest Yacht Builders in the World,

Providing an in-depth analysis of the

ranking 9th in terms of overall length of

build data gathered, the GOB cited a

yachts currently in build. Prepared annu-

broader diversity of yacht design styles

ally by the yachting industry analysis

with a marked increase in volume in

experts at Boat International Media in

semi-custom hulls - two of the main char-

London, the Global Order Book (GOB) is

acteristics of the Horizon FD Series.

the industry’s most well-respected analy-

“On length alone,” the GOB states, “we

sis of the state of the yacht building indus-

recorded a strong lift in the number of

try worldwide.

90 to 99ft (27.4 to 30.1m) yachts ordered

Despite what the GOB refers to as a

or under construction.” Given the vol-

“pause” in projects over 24 meters (78 feet)

ume and space afforded by the Horizon

in 2019, Horizon’s successful FD Series

FD Series, it is not necessary for owners to

can be credited with propelling the yacht

consider yachts of longer length, and many

builder from its 11th place ranking to its

of Horizon’s recent clients have actually

V O L U M E 5 2 // 2 0 2 0
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F D75
ENTER THE HORIZON
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THESE PAGES
The new Horizon FD75
changes the paradigm for
mid-range owner/operator
vessels.

It might have been the thrill of the design challenge that
was the real inspiration behind the conceptualization of the
Horizon FD75. While the Horizon shipyard was busy building
new FD Series yachts and working with owners on customization requests, there was one thought in the back of Vision
Shipyard General Manager Austin Lin’s mind: how small
could the FD Series go?
Horizon’s Vision Shipyard is responsible for all Horizon
yacht builds up to 80 feet LOA and the team excels at engineering builds to suit owner/operators. The task at hand
would require creating a “pocket superyacht” that maintained the volume and hull design of the FD and make it a
true owner/operator vessel without losing some of the coveted features, such as an on-deck master or a beach club.
Incorporating four staterooms, a pilothouse, flybridge,
galley, salon, and quarters for two crew within a 20' 4"
overall beam and 75' overall length was a challenge that
Horizon – spearheaded by Lin – was eager to undertake,
and as the drawings and engineering came together, the
team knew they had a game changer on their hands.

FEATURE YACHT

The thought behind the revolutionary owner/operator FD75
was a challenge to see just how small the FD Series could go.

V O L U M E 5 2 // 2 0 2 0
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f e a t u r e y a c h t : F D75

Inspired Features

f e a t u r e y a c h t : F D75
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CONVERTIBLE DINING

Starting with the proven High Performance
Piercing Bow and hull design that defines the FD
Series, the team situated the crew quarters furthest aft behind the engine room, which would
house the twin MAN V8 1200hp engines. Three
lower deck staterooms comprise the forward half
of the yacht. The next and most significant design
challenge came in the form of incorporating both
an interior wheelhouse and an on-deck master
stateroom. This was resolved by designing a semiraised pilothouse and a stepped-down master in
a split-level plan that still allowed for a spacious
open flybridge and no compromise to the FD sig-

THESE PAGES
Horizon implemented
numerous ingenious
features throughout. The
slatted wall in the galley
hides the refrigerator,
freezer and storage.

nature profile.
At the unveiling of the FD75 during the 2020
Horizon Open House at the Horizon City Marina
in Kaohsiung, Taiwan, Lin and the entire Horizon
team were beaming with pride as owners, journalists and special guests toured the yacht and marveled at its features and ingenious amenities.
Guests who board the FD75 are welcomed by
V O L U M E 5 2 // 2 0 2 0
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f e a t u r e y a c h t : F D75

RIGHT
A raised pilothouse design
accommodates both an
open bridge and a lower
helm area, and allows for a
semi-on-deck master.

f e a t u r e y a c h t : F D75

aboard the FD75. Fitted with ergonomic controls

station, the master stateroom is fitted into the

and adequate counter space covered in stitched

bow forward. This cozy space spans the yacht’s

leather, the control panel continues the owner/

beam and incorporates an ensuite with a toilet

operator consideration. A raised L-shaped settee

and shower. The television folds down from the

and helm chair complete the space.

ceiling while a skylight above the bed adds to the

Down three steps from the split-level helm

23

natural lighting brought in by the large windows.

an inviting aft deck area with freestanding furniture. Fully opening sliding glass panel doors
extend the indoor/outdoor area into the bright and
airy main salon. Highlighted by light oak flooring
and expansive windows, the salon is a welcoming
retreat. An L-shaped sofa to starboard is opposed
by a convertible breakfast table with chairs facing

THIS PAGE
The master stateroom
and its en suite capitalize
on the large windows
and skylight that bring in
plentiful natural light.

the window to port, that can be extended for more
formal dining when required.
The open plan galley is situated just forward.
Here, the design team took on the challenge of
incorporating the full-height refrigerator, appliances and storage by disguising them behind a
slatted wall feature that lights up to the touch to
be opened. A thoughtful splash guard pops up
when the sink is in use and the large quartz countertop with a waterfall edge offers more seating for
cocktails or snacks.
Owner operators are provided the flexibility of
both an interior helm station as well as a flybridge

RIGHT
Three staterooms are
situated on the lower deck
and include a queen, a
single, and a convertible
twin with a Pullman berth.

V O L U M E 5 2 // 2 0 2 0
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f e a t u r e y a c h t : F D75

Continuing the slatted wood feature found in

Specifications

the galley area above, the lower deck foyer uti-

It’s what’s below the waterline that continues to distinguish the yachts in the FD Series

lizes mirrors for a spacious effect. The lower deck

LOA

in their competitive set, however, and the FD75

accommodations aboard Hull One include a sin-

75' (22.86m)

has been built with Horizon’s proprietary High

gle guest cabin to starboard, a convertible twin to

Beam

Performance Piercing Bow and hull design that

port and an ensuite VIP amidships.

20' 4" (6.2m)

has been proven to provide tremendous stabil-

Draft

ity in less than optimal sea conditions. Couple

retreat, where a helm station and twin chairs are

5' 8" (1.72m)

her performance and accommodations with

positioned forward, followed by a bar area with

Max Speed

near-limitless options for owner customization –

three bar stools. A dining table to starboard will

19.6 knots

including the incorporation of a beach club – and

be the preferred al fresco dining area while a com-

Interior Design

it’s easy to understand why this model deserves

fortable seating area to port invites cocktails and

Horizon/Cor D. Rover

credit for changing the game.

relaxation. The boat deck can be fitted with free-

Exterior Styling

standing loungers while the tender is launched.

Cor D. Rover

the European market and will appear at the Palma

Main Engines

Boat Show. For more information, please contact

Twin MAN V8 1200hp

Horizon Yacht Europe at sales@horizonyachteu-

The flybridge aboard the FD75 is a splendid

In yet another ingenious design offering for a
75-footer, Horizon maximized the foredeck area,
incorporating seating and sunpads.
V O L U M E 5 2 // 2 0 2 0

Hull One of the new FD75 has been specified for

rope.com or call +34 971 673 508.

A D V E R T I S E M E N T

FEATURE YACHT

S U P E R Y A C H T
Horizon FD102 Skyline

V O L U M E 5 2 // 2 0 2 0

S UC C E S S

The entrance of the new FD102 Skyline marks an exciting
milestone for Horizon’s most acclaimed yacht series.

DEFINE YOUR HORIZON
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f e a t u r e y a c h t : F D102

f e a t u r e y a c h t : F D102

29

Following a surprise New Year’s Eve christening
celebration, the first “superyacht” in the Horizon
Fast Displacement (FD) Series made a grand global
debut at the 2020 Horizon Open House.
The FD102 design was conceived not long after
the impending success of the FD Series became
evident. What began with the FD85 quickly led
to the FD87, followed by design and engineering
plans for both smaller and larger versions. For the
FD102, designer Cor D. Rover lengthened the stout
profile of the FD85, allowing for a comfortable
MASTER BATH

main salon and enclosed skylounge above, and
lending a sleek appearance to the voluminous FD
style. Interest in the design was immediate and a

In the main salon, expansive floor-to-ceiling win-

contract for Hull 1 was signed at the 2018 Monaco

dows convey the signature FD Series style, where natu-

Yacht Show by European owners.

ral light and volume are prioritized to the fullest extent.

The Horizon shipyard went straight to work

Encompassing the yacht’s 25' 3" (7.68m) beam, the main

on the tooling for the first FD102, which would

salon exudes sophistication. The owners worked with

reach a final overall length of 108' 6" (33.07m).

Horizon’s in-house design team to specify the interior

Constructed and delivered within an impressive

materials and finishes, which include rich Wenge as the

12-month timeframe, this first FD102 is classed to

main wood and white Cambria stonework, with Boen Oak

Bureau Veritas charter and demonstrates the full

Cordoba flooring on the main deck. Accessed via the spa-

potential of the voluminous FD Series.

cious aft deck fitted with a bar and seating area, the main

Stepping aboard the swim platform and climb-

salon features a custom dining table for ten with a tex-

ing several steps to the aft deck, one is greeted with

tured gray glass top that faces one of the large windows for

a pleasant relaxation area, where a fixed settee

an on-the-sea formal dining experience.

accompanied by freestanding furniture is served by

Separated by the salon, the fully equipped galley has

a curved bar to starboard. Stairs to either side lead

been fitted with high-end appliances and offers ample

to the bridge deck above while large sliding glass

preparation space for the chef. Crew will enjoy ease of

doors open to reveal the spacious salon.

access and service via walkaround side decks.

V O L U M E 5 2 // 2 0 2 0

THESE PAGES
A starboard-side bar
serves the expansive
aft deck as well as the
main salon, which is
easily accessed through
large sliding glass
doors.

DEFINE YOUR HORIZON
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Large floor-to-ceiling windows define the sophisticated
and spacious main salon and formal dining area, and

lend a modern on-the-sea ambience to the main deck.
Side decks allow ease of access for the crew.

RIGHT
The functional chef's galley
serves the formal dining area
with ease while a door to the
side decks facilitates access for
the crew to the decks.

OPPOSITE PAGE
Spanning the yacht's full beam
and fitted with backlit panels
and soothing neutral tones,
the on-deck master suite is an
oasis of calm.

To starboard, a companionway leads into the fullbeam master stateroom, in which the owners specified
an ensuite with separate toilet and shower area. Sliding
doors leave the en suite sink area open to the stateroom or
enclose it for additional privacy. Above, a skylight brings
additional natural light into the space.
On the lower deck, four further ensuite staterooms –
comprised of mirrored queen-sized suites amidships, a
queen-size suite in the bow and a convertible twin – share
access to a portside steam shower/sauna. Quarters for up
V O L U M E 5 2 // 2 0 2 0
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THIS PAGE
The FD102's Skyline
configuration allows for a
contemporary lounge space
with backlit shelves and a
bar. An additional lounge
area with refrigeration
and a Jacuzzi tub has been
created forward of the
wheelhouse.

A CHRISTENING
SURPRISE
Hull 1 of the brand new
FD102 was presented
to her owners during
a surprise christening
ceremony on New Year’s
Eve. The owners and friends
traveled from France to
Kaohsiung, Taiwan for the

THIS PAGE
Four well appointed
ensuite staterooms and
quarters for up to six
crew (top) reside on the
lower deck. Thoughtful
lighting design and builtin storage features add
functionality and design
details to the comfortable
guest spaces.

ceremony. While the guests
were enjoying a New Year’s
Eve dinner at the Horizon
City Marina, the yacht
quietly approached the dock
and was a sight to behold
for the new owners. The
owners and their guests
were welcomed aboard

to six crew members are accessed via the main deck aft

with champagne for the

and include a comfortable and spacious crew mess area.

christening ceremony and
the celebration continued

Configured with a Skyline (enclosed bridge) layout, the
FD102 features a contemporary-styled skylounge with a

aboard the yacht, as the

bar to starboard and seating area with hi/lo table to port.

party cruised south for the

Full-height, backlit shelving to port and starboard define

drone light show at the

the space and serve as a design feature, while the wheel-

Dream Mall and New Year

house forward can be closed off for additional privacy.

countdown.

A custom-designed convertible metal dining table on
the boat deck adds flexibility to the entertaining space.
Forward, via the wraparound side decks, the inviting

V O L U M E 5 2 // 2 0 2 0
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Inspired Features

The foredeck areas aboard the FD Series

yachts are maximized. The foredeck area
aboard the FD102 Skyline features a

U-shaped settee, Jacuzzi, sunpad and

foredeck jacuzzi
with fridge

storage, including a refrigerator for drinks.

hi/lo convertible
table

THIS P
y

custom convertible
dining table

BRIDGE DECK

V O L U M E 5 2 // 2 0 2 0
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f e a t u r e y a c h t : F D102

Specifications
LOA

foredeck will be the preferred outdoor space

108' 6" (33.07m)

while underway. Here a U-shaped settee with

Beam

matching tables face a Jacuzzi tub and a large

25' 3" (7.68m)

sunpad forward.

Draft
6' 6" (1.97m)

the FD102 achieves a maximum speed of 16.4

Max Speed

knots with a range of 2,490nm at a 10-knot

16.4 knots

cruise. Performance is further augmented by

Series

the yacht’s High Performance Piercing Bow

Fast Displacement (FD)

and hull design.

Interior Design

THIS PHOTO
Exterior deck spaces
are abundant
aboard the FD102
Skyline. A custom,
convertible dining
table resides on the
boat deck.
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Powered by twin MTUs of 1,600hp each,

The proud owners took delivery of their new

Horizon/Cor D. Rover

FD102 soon after the Horizon Open House.

Exterior Styling

Two additional FD102 are underway, the next

Cor D. Rover

scheduled to deliver to her American owners

Main Engines

in the summer of 2020 followed by Hull Three

2 x MTU 1600hp

in the early fall.

A D V E R T I S E M E N T
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HORIZON LIFE
DREAMS DEFINED. LIFE ON THE WATER.
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2020 Horizon
Open House
An Exhibition
of Yachts,
Culture and
Innovation

horizon life

41

YACHTS ON
DISPLAY
FD75
FD80
FD87
FD102
PC65
RP100

Over 300 owners and special guests from around the

world gathered in Kaohsiung, Taiwan January 14-16,
2020 for Horizon’s biennial Open House, which was a
celebration of yachts, culture and innovation.

THESE PAGES
Over 300 owners
and guests gathered
for a three-day biennial
event in Kaohsiung,
where six new Horizon
yachts debuted.
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Day 1 // Yacht
Showcase and
Gala Dinner
Attendees of the 2020 Horizon Open
House could not have asked for better weather during the three-day
biennial event, and Day 1 began
with sunshine and bluebird skies.
The excitement was palpable, as this
Open House would mark the first
time that the entire series of Horizon
FD yachts were on display in one
location, including the highly anticipated world debuts of the FD75 and
FD102 models. Since the Series was
first unveiled with the FD85 in 2016,
it has expanded to include seven
models, with 20 yachts sold during a
three-year period.

THIS PAGE
A spectacular gala dinner
followed the morning yacht
tour and special presentation at
the Horizon City Marina, where
members of the international
press sat down to chat with
CEO John Lu, Vision GM Austin
Lin and designer Cor D. Rover.

“I’ve always known Horizon to make a quality product – the
finishing has always been exemplary – and in the FD they’ve
added space and a contemporary design that I think is a
standout. Well done.” — Journalist from Australia

As the afternoon waned, attendees donned their cocktail attire and
were whisked off to Kaohsiung’s
Jubilee Hall for the Open House
cocktail party and gala dinner to

“We had a wonderful time; it was a
spectacular event. Everybody was more
than kind but, in addition, seeing six
new builds, the entire FD Series and the
brand new FD75 and FD102 was truly
impressive.” — Owner, FD92

officially kick off the event. Greeted
with champagne and canapés,

Day 2 // Yard
Tours, Yacht Hop
and Harbor Cruise

owners, yacht designers, suppliers, dealers, journalists and special
guests from around the
world mingled and chat-

The caravan of Horizon-branded Mercedes

ted before heading into

vans delivered guests to the Horizon

the ballroom for enter-

shipyard this morning for a tour of the

tainment and sit-down

452,080-square-foot facility and design

dinner. The evening

center where yachts up to 150 feet are

began with a mesmer-

built, followed by an interactive exhibi-

izing Cyr wheel perfor-

tion at Atech Composites, Horizon Group’s

mance by Asia’s Got Talent

technology center. At Atech, attendees

star and international sensation

were given a first-hand demonstration of

Mr. Yang Shih-Hao, who hails from
Taiwan, and continued with multiple musical acts who kept the
guests engaged. CEO John Lu gave
a welcoming speech and everyone
enjoyed a multi-course dinner followed by dessert and dancing well
into the evening.
V O L U M E 5 2 // 2 0 2 0

THIS PAGE
The second morning
was spent at Horizon
shipyard and Atech
Composites, where
the 6D resin infusion
process was underway.

the yard’s proprietary 6D resin infusion
process, which is used in multiple industries, from aerospace to rail, auto and
marine.
In the afternoon, guests were transported to the Horizon City Marina for the
official unveiling of six brand new Horizon
yachts, including the world-debuting FD75
DEFINE YOUR HORIZON
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Day 3 // Cultural Tour and
Farewell Dinner
Yet another warm, bright and sunny day welcomed guests
as they were transported to the Fo Guang Shan Buddha
Museum. This breathtakingly beautiful site is a cultural,
educational and religious center dedicated to Buddhist
teachings. Built over a decade and completed in 2011, the
museum grounds feature 48 underground palaces, eight
pagodas and the world’s tallest bronze Buddha statue,
which presides atop the temple.

“I’ve thoroughly enjoyed meeting everybody from
all over the world and have been most impressed
with the hospitality of the whole team, it’s beyond
anything we expected. Thank you for a wonderful
event.” — Captain, FD102 Hull Two

THIS PAGE
The farewell dinner was
held at the beautiful
National Kaohsiung
Center for the Arts.

After a tour and leisurely vegetarian lunch at
the museum, guests enjoyed
some free time before

embarking for the final event of the Open House: the
farewell dinner in yet another example of Taiwan’s
architectural creativity: The National Kaohsiung
Center for the Arts, Weiwuying. Completed in 2018
and encompassing 24 acres, the space is the world’s
largest center for the performing arts under one roof.
The dinner began with a surprise video presentation of the Open House events captured by a talented
photography and videography team. Guests enjoyed
another multi-course gourmet dinner with many
toasts and much laughter. As the Kaohsiung skyline

(Day 2 continued)

lit up in the background, the evening wound down
and FD102 among the lineup that included

with fond farewells from all and promises to return

a new FD80, FD87, PC65 and RP100. Smiles

for the next event in 2022.

and laughter filled the air as attendees tra-

Stay tuned for news on the dates for the 2022

versed from yacht to yacht, marveling at

Horizon Open House.

the voluminous interiors, craftsmanship,
engineering and ingenious functionalboarded the yachts for a sunset cruise
through the Kaohsiung Harbor. The scene
was magnificent as the caravan of yachts
gracefully glided through the waterway as
the sun made its glorious descent with the
sparkling city of Kaohsiung as a backdrop.
Upon return to the marina, Horizon
had yet another surprise for the attendees, who were welcomed to an impressive
al fresco buffet dinner accompanied by
live music which inspired hours of dancing
under the stars with new friends.

V O L U M E 5 2 // 2 0 2 0

THESE PHOTOS
A sunset cruise and al
fresco buffett inspired
laughter and friendship.

IMAGE © WEIWUYING NATIONAL KAOHSIUNG CENTER FOR THE ARTS

THESE PHOTOS
Owners and guests
spent the day at the
peaceful Fo Guang
Shan Budda Museum.

ity. Then, with champagne in hand, guests
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THIS PHOTO
Built in 2010, this E73,
Enigma, was recently
delivered to her new
owners in New Zealand.

"I MUST SAY THAT ON THE HORIZON E73 I WAS NOT AT ALL CONCERNED.
IT WAS FEELING ITS WAY THROUGH THE OCEAN LIKE IT WAS BUILT TO BE
THERE; THE ENTIRE VESSEL WAS SOUND"
Ty Oxley has been a professional sailor for the better part of 20 years. Prior to that he completed his
trade in the Australian Army as a diesel mechanic. He’s completed 17 of the 630nm Rolex Sydney
Hobart Yacht Races and won three of them. For the last decade, Ty has been competing on the 100ft
Super Maxi Infotrack (ex-Perpetual Loyal) as either boat captain or engineer. Ty did his first interna-

Onboard with

tional delivery at the age of 24 from Hong Kong to Sydney, and since then has completed a variety of
international deliveries, including four Atlantic crossings and five Tasman Sea crossings.

TY OXLEY

LEFT
Enigma takes a break amidst
the dramatic backdrop of
Lord Howe Island in the
Tasman Sea.

When the captain of a super maxi high speed ocean racing yacht delivered
a Horizon E73 from Australia’s Gold Coast to Auckland, New Zealand,
he was pleasantly surprised with the yacht’s performance.

Ty was commissioned to deliver the 2010 E73 motor yacht, Enigma, from her previous owners on
Australia’s Gold Coast to her new owners in Auckland, New Zealand. Ty was joined by Shane Kearns,
an ex-Army warrant officer who has competed in 14 Sydney to Hobart races; Kristen Kearns, who
holds a Master Class 4 license, and Michelle Day, a New South Wales police officer. He spoke to
Horizon about his experience.

V O L U M E 5 2 // 2 0 2 0
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Q: The Tasman
Sea can be
unpredictable.
How did you
prepare for the
crossing?

Q: Tell us about
that first hour?

“Having never before sailed on a Horizon, I was a little unsure of how it would handle the open ocean. With any delivery, it is about getting the window of weather right.
I relied on Roger Badham for the task of forecasting the weather for us. Known by his

49

“Once we left the Gold Coast and got outside the sea wall, the wind was about 20 knots from
the northeast so it was 50 – 60 degrees off our port bow. We took it easy, making way at about
eight knots. I was more than pleasantly surprised at how the boat handled the seaway to the

nickname 'Clouds' in the yachting world, Roger is a professional forecaster who has

point that there was not even a consideration to go back.

provided weather forecasts to America’s Cup competitors since 1983. He has also fore-

“The boat had stabilizers on, which were working well. We found that at about eight-to-nine-

casted the weather, including the lead up to and race days for the last nine Sydney to

knots headway it handled the sea with no issues at all. I have had plenty of ocean experience,

Hobart Yacht Races.

having competed in 17 Sydney to Hobart races – the last ten on board 100ft super maxis –

“The forecast predicted some rough conditions for the first 36 hours into the crossing but

as well as numerous international deliveries on various vessels so I knew what to look for. I

with an abating system as we entered a high in the Tasman. So, we made the decision to go

must say that on the Horizon E73 I was not at all concerned. It was feeling its way through the

out through the seaway and see how the vessel handled the forecast for an hour. If we were

ocean like it was built to be there; the entire vessel was sound."

not happy, we would return to the Gold Coast and wait, which would make it hard to miss

THIS PAGE
Enjoying the view from
Enigma's aft deck.

IMAGE © ADOBE STOCK

the next system as we approached New Zealand in the days to come.”

THIS PAGE
Despite the often
unpredictable conditions
that characterize the
Tasman Sea, the E73
remained stable and
comfortable.

Q: How was the
remainder of
the delivery?

“The following day the breeze was around 20-25 knots, occasionally gusting a little more, as
we headed east. Throughout the late afternoon the wind started to abate as forecasted and
by the next morning we were in sub-ten knots, which got even less as we continued east over
the following days. We were then able to increase speed and the C32 Caterpillars - sitting on
1050rpm, purring along at 10-12 knots with some current assist - used just 70 liters per hour.
The engine room itself was flawless. As an engineer, the only time I had a tool bag out was to
clean a dirty strainer on the generator so I was impressed.

GALLEY

V O L U M E 5 2 // 2 0 2 0

MAIN SALON

"I must say, if someone asked me to take another Horizon vessel I would not even hesitate. I
truly believe the boat was amazing. It was a pleasure to be on.”
DEFINE YOUR HORIZON
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Horizon Shines:
Record Temps and Record Attendance
at the Fort Lauderdale Boat Show

new E56, OMA, captured hearts with her classic
interior layout and timeless styling.
On the Friday evening of the show, Horizon
owners, guests and friends gathered at the
Horizon display to tour the yachts and enjoy hors
d’oeuvres courtesy of Sandy James Catering with
live music by the Pam & Dave Band. Designers Cor
D. Rover and J.C. Espinosa were on hand and several owners were spotted reviewing their yacht
plans and discussing customization options with
the designers during the soiree.
The Horizon Yacht
USA team has been busy
with sea trials and inquiries since the show, with
several contracts about
to be signed as of press
time. Please contact the
Horizon Yacht USA team
at 561-721-4850 or email
sales@horizonyachtusa.
com to learn more about
available inventory and
new build slots.

ABOVE
Horizon CEO John Lu with
RP Series designer JC
Espinosa and FD Series
designer Cor D. Rover.

THIS PAGE
Three FD Series models were
on display during the show,
alongside the sporty E56 OMA,
commissioned for three-time
Horizon owners.

A sweltering heat wave didn’t deter serious buyers from attending the 2019
Fort Lauderdale International Boat Show and visiting the Horizon Yachts

YACHTS ON
DISPLAY

Showcase, which was prominently positioned on the busy F Dock, Slips 600606. It was a tremendous show for Horizon, with a record number of inter-

FD87 SKYLINE

ested clients touring the four brand new Horizon yachts on display.
The two new Fast Displacement Series FD80 models – Skyline and Open

FD80 OPEN BRIDGE

Bridge configurations – received rave reviews, and allowed buyers to see
and feel the differences between the two four-stateroom layouts. The star of

FD80 SKYLINE

the show was the FD87 Skyline, which exceeded client expectations with its
five-stateroom layout, on-deck master, beautiful beach club and interior space
akin to a 100ft-plus boat. Nestled between her FD Series cousins, the beautiful
V O L U M E 5 2 // 2 0 2 0

E56 - OMA

THIS PAGE
A celebratory atmosphere
filled the air as owners and
special guests toured the
yachts on display.
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–ON THE–

CALENDAR
May

September

Palm Beach International Boat Show

Cannes Yachting Festival

Palm Beach, Florida

Cannes, France

May 14 to 17, 2020

September 8 to 13, 2020

Sanctuary Cove Int’l Boat Show

Newport International Boat Show

Gold Coast, Australia

Newport, Rhode Island

Date to be announced

September 17 to 20, 2020

June

Monaco Yacht Show

Palma International Boat Show

Monaco

Palma de Mallorca, Spain

September 23 to 26, 2020

IMAGE © JIM RAYCROFT

June 4 to 7, 2020

October/November
Barcelona International Boat Show
Barcelona, Spain
October 7 to 12, 2020
Fort Lauderdale International Boat Show
Fort Lauderdale, Florida
October 28 to November 1, 2020
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Upcoming Boat Show:
Seven New Horizon Yachts
on Display in Palm Beach

The highly successful FD Series of yachts will
be well represented at this year’s show, with a

VISIT
OUR DISPLAY
LOCATION: RAMP 1
SLIPS 101-104

five-stateroom FD87 Skyline and the four-stateroom FD80 Skyline on display.
Distinguished by its plumb bow, wide beam
and stylish exterior, the Jonathan Quinn Barnettdesigned V68 Hull One will also be on display. The
V68 is the third model in Horizon’s V Series, which
includes a V72 and V80. Configured with a threecabin layout and equipped with twin CAT
C18s of 1,136 hp each, the V68 tops out at 25
knots and cruises comfortably at 20 knots.

V68

The largest yacht at the Horizon display in terms of overall length is the RP110.
With exterior styling by J.C. Espinosa and
naval architecture by Donald L. Blount and
Associates (DLBA), the RP110 Hull Four has
been specified for the American market and

FD80 SKYLINE

features a five-stateroom layout, including
an on-deck master.
Designed for the entry-level yachtsman and fit-

E56
PC65

ted throughout for owner operation, the Horizon
E56 accommodates guests in a full-beam master
stateroom amidships, a single stateroom to starboard and a VIP forward on the lower deck.
Completing the Horizon showcase are two new
launches from the Horizon Power Catamaran (PC)
Series – the PC65 and PC52. Both commissioned
From May 14th – 17th, Horizon Yachts will

distinct series. This year’s display will include the

once again command attention during the Palm

Jonathan Quinn Barnett-designed V68, a new E56

Beach International Boat Show with its excit-

sport yacht, two models from the acclaimed FD

ing lineup of yachts. Ranging in size from 52 to

Series – the FD80 Skyline and an FD87 Skyline

out that sleeps six, with the entire starboard hull

110 feet, no fewer than seven new Horizon yachts

– the brand new PC52 and PC65 power catama-

dedicated to the owners.

will be on hand, representing five of the builder’s

rans, and a new RP110.

THIS PHOTO
Seven Horizon yachts
will be on display
at the Palm Beach
International Boat Show.

RP110

for American owners, they feature subtle customizations throughout, while the PC65 offers four
staterooms and the PC52 offers a three-cabin lay-

To make an appointment to view these yachts,
please contact Horizon Yacht USA at +1 561-7214850 or sales@horizonyachtusa.com.

WHAT’S ON DISPLAY

RP110

FD87 SKYLINE

FD80 SKYLINE

V68

PC65

PC52

E56 OMA

LOA: 110' (33.53M)
BEAM: 25' (7.62M)
GUESTS: 10 IN 5 STATEROOMS
ENGINES: 2 X CAT C32-ACERT 1900HP

LOA: 90' 1" (27.4M)
BEAM: 23' 3" (7.1M)
GUESTS: 10 IN 5 STATEROOMS
ENGINES: 2 X MTU 1600HP

LOA: 80' 7" (24.5M)
BEAM: 22' 8" (6.91M)
GUESTS: 8 IN 4 STATEROOMS
ENGINES: 2 X MAN V8 1200HP

LOA: 75' 4" (22.96M)
BEAM: 19' 6" (5.94M)
GUESTS: 6 IN 3 STATEROOMS
ENGINES: 2 X CAT C18 1136HP

LOA: 66' 4" (20.22M)
BEAM: 24' 6" (7.47M)
GUESTS: 8 IN 4 STATEROOMS
ENGINES: 2 X CAT C12-9 1000HP

LOA: 53’ 2” (16.22M)
BEAM: 22’ (6.71M)
GUESTS: 6 IN 3 STATEROOMS
ENGINES: 2 X CUMMINS QSB 6.7-550HP

LOA: 56’ (17.07M)
BEAM: 15’ 9” (4.8M)
GUESTS: 6 IN 3 STATEROOMS
ENGINES: CAT C12.9 850HP

V O L U M E 5 2 // 2 0 2 0
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VISIT
OUR DISPLAY
STAND: L-17 & L-18
BERTHS: 121 & 122

IMAGE © ADOBE STOCK

Upcoming Boat Show:
The FD75 Makes its World
Debut in Palma de Mallorca

The 37th annual Palma International Boat Show will showcase over 600 boats

WHAT’S ON DISPLAY

and 100 superyachts, and high attendance is expected at the Port of Palma for
the 2020 show, which will be held June 4 – 7. Horizon Yachts Europe will display one of the yard’s most exciting debuts of the year: the game-changing
FD75. Taking its place as an entry-level yacht in the Cor D. Rover-designed Fast
Displacement (FD) Series, the new FD75 aims to satisfy owners looking to either
downsize from the excess management of a larger yacht or enjoy the benefits of

FD75 OPEN

a mini superyacht without the need for a large crew.

LOA: 75' (22.86M)
BEAM: 20' 4" (6.2M)
GUESTS: 8 IN 4 STATEROOMS
ENGINES: 2 X MAN V8 1200HP

Offering quarters for two crew and a total of four guest staterooms – including a semi-on-deck master that shares a split level with the pilothouse – the
FD75 boasts a spacious open-plan salon spanning a 20' 4" beam. A true owner/
operator vessel, the FD75 Hull One has been specified for the European market
and is fitted with twin MAN V8 engines of 1200hp each.
Sharing the spotlight at the Horizon display will be the FD87 Skyline Hull Ten,
which has also been specified for the European market and features a five-stateroom layout. This FD87 boasts an expansive foredeck lounging area and a fully

FD87 SKYLINE

equipped beach club.

LOA: 89' 2" (27.19M)
BEAM: 23' 4" (7.1M)
GUESTS: 10 IN 5 STATEROOMS
ENGINES: 2 X MTU 1600HP

To make an appointment to view these
yachts, please contact Horizon Yacht
Europe at sales@horizonyachteurope.
com or call +34 971 673 508.
V O L U M E 5 2 // 2 0 2 0
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Upcoming Boat Show:
Brand New RP100 to
Debut at Sanctuary Cove

VISIT
OUR DISPLAY
LOCATION: PIER H
DATE TO BE ANNOUNCED

Australia’s Gold Coast will liven up when the 2020 Sanctuary

grand country-kitchen-style galley forward. The raised pilothouse

Cove Boat Show gets underway. Horizon Yachts Australia will

is accompanied by a large built-in settee, while the open flybridge

display a brand new model from the Raised Pilothouse (RP)

offers U-shaped seating and a dinette, a wet bar and grill, and davit

series, the RP100.

for launching the tender. The four staterooms are positioned on the

Specified for the Australian market, the new RP100

lower deck, with the full-beam master amidships, a VIP in the bow

springs from the popular RP97 platform and offers a spa-

and two twin cabins to port and starboard. Quarters for up to three

cious four-stateroom layout. Conforming to AZ/NZS elec-

crew are situated aft.

tric standards, the RP100 offers a traditional superyacht

To make an appointment to view this new Horizon yacht, please

configuration, with a spacious main salon opening from

contact Horizon Yacht Australia at +61 7 5577 9009 or email sales@

the aft deck and leading into the formal dining area with a

horizonyachtaus.com.

WHAT’S ON DISPLAY

RP100
LOA: 100' 6" (30.63M)
BEAM: 21' 3" (6.47M)
GUESTS: 8 IN 4 STATEROOMS
ENGINES: 2 X CAT C-32 ACERT 1600HP
V O L U M E 5 2 // 2 0 2 0
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THE
CONCH
REPUBLIC
Sunshine, a no-shoes lifestyle and old Florida charm define Key West,
Florida, where Horizon yacht owners, families and friends will gather

Dangling like a string of pearls off the
southeasternmost tip of the United States, the
Florida Keys are a haven for creatives, fishermen
and those who dare to live a life less ordinary. Here,
the only living coral barrier reef in the U.S. makes
the Florida Keys a spectacular destination for
diving and snorkeling, fishing, kayaking, dolphin
watching and, of course, boating. 
V O L U M E 5 2 // 2 0 2 0
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for the Horizon Yachts 2020 Rendezvous.
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STOCK ISLAND

KEY WEST

Essentially the northern extension of Key
The southernmost island of the 800+

West, separated only by the narrow Cow

Florida Keys and islets is Key West, a four-

Key Channel, the unincorporated commu-

mile by one-mile parcel that is bursting

nity of Stock Island comprises less than one

with history, music and art, and peppered

square mile but is home to ten marinas and

with rustic B&Bs and luxury resorts, with

boat yards. Offering more restaurants per

restaurants, bars and diners offering every

capita as well as two craft breweries and a

manner of cuisine in between. Here in the

distillery, there is no excuse to go hungry or

self-proclaimed “Conch Republic,” days

thirsty on Stock Island.

are spent dancing to the beat of one’s own
drum, roosters roam freely in the streets

A laid-back, old Florida vibe characterizes

and every sunset is a celebration.

Stock Island – where the locals prefer “the
way it used to be” style of life. Here you’ll

Discovered by the Spanish explorer Ponce

find the last working waterfronts where lob-

de Leon and claimed by Spain in 1513, Key

stermen, shrimpers and fishermen haul in

West has enjoyed its share of pirate lore

the day’s catch and artists and boatbuilders

and rum-running tales over the years. In

hone their craft with calloused hands.

1822 the territory was ceded to the United
States and became a U.S. port of entry in
1823. Fishing, cigar production and agriculture – key limes, pineapple, tomatoes
and melons – formed the first prosperous industries on the island, and by 1912,
Henry Flagler’s Overseas Railroad brought
trainloads of wealthy northerners to the
exclusive Flagler Resort.

THESE PAGES
Shaped by pirates,
immigrants and
entrepreneurs, Key West
wears its eccentricity
with pride.

Hurricanes and fires left their mark on
the little city over the years, as did notables such as author Ernest Hemingway,
President Harry S. Truman, poet Robert
Frost and musician Tennessee Williams. In
the late 1800s, Key West was the capital of
Cuban exile, and the waves of immigrants
who crossed the Florida Straits in search
of political freedoms and economic opportunity established businesses such as rum
and cigar production that formed the colorful culture that underscores the Conch
Republic.
Today, Key West is a vibrant town, where
fine restaurants and exclusive designer
boutiques comingle with funky art galdiving or golfing to shopping, sculpting,
painting to pub crawls and foodie tours,
this crown jewel of the Florida Keys offers
something for everyone.
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leries and ramshackle bars. From fishing,
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DRY TORTUGAS
NATIONAL PARK
Lying nearly 70 miles west of Key West,
the Dry Tortugas National Park is a group
of seven islands accessible only by private boat, ferry or seaplane. Named Las
Tortugas by Ponce de Leon in 1513 for the
great number of sea turtles swimming in
their warm waters, the island chain’s moniker was later amended to Dry Tortugas to
warn seafarers of the lack of fresh water on
the islands.
These stark yet stunning islands are home
to thousands of migratory birds and offer
gorgeous beaches and water so clear the
sea life – and shipwrecks – can be seen
from above. Undisturbed coral reefs invite
diving and snorkeling here.
The Dry Tortugas are situated on what
was the edge of the main shipping channel

The largest of the island group, Garden

between the Gulf of Mexico, the Atlantic

Key, is the site of Fort Jefferson, which was

Ocean and the western Caribbean, used by

intended to serve as the navigation con-

Spanish explorers and merchants. The low,

trol into the Gulf of Mexico. Construction

flat islands and numerous reefs posed a

began in 1846 and, although it was never

great risk to ships navigating the straights

finished, the current structure comprises

between the Gulf and the Atlantic – as did

16 million bricks, making it the larg-

the pirates who used to lie in wait in these

est masonry construction in the Western

islands.

Hemisphere.
At its peak during the Civil War, the Fort

THESE PAGES
At its peak during the
Civil War, Fort Jefferson
housed thousands of
soldiers and prisoners.

housed 1,729 military personnel and their
families as well as 2,500 military convicts and prisoners – the most famous
of which was Dr. Samuel Mudd, imprisoned for his involvement in the assassination of President Abraham Lincoln. By
IMAGE S© ADOBE STOCK

1888, the U.S. Army turned the Fort over
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to the Marine-Hospital Service to be used
as a quarantine. It became a National
Monument in 1935 and a National Park in
1992.
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NOW IN EUROPE

HORIZON FD87 SKYLINE MOTORYACHT

Brand New Inventory

• Enclosed bridge configuration

• On-deck master + 4 ensuite + 2 crew

• Beach club with Hi/Lo platform

• Walkaround design

• Voluminous 23' 4" beam

• Twin MTU 1600HP engines

FD SERIES:

FD75 // FD80 // FD85 // FD87 // FD92 // FD102 // FD125

NOW IN AUSTRALIA

HORIZON RP100 MOTORYACHT
• Conforms to AZ/NZ Elec. standards

• 4 spacious ensuite staterooms

• Springs from RP97 model

• Generous 21' 3" beam

• Large foredeck seating + sunpads

• Twin CAT C32 1600HP engines

RP SERIES:

RP97 // RP100 // RP110 // RP120

NOW IN THE US

HORIZON RP110 MOTORYACHT
• Spacious 25' beam

• 4 guest staterooms + crew quarters

• Stern garage w/ Hi/Lo platform

• 6' draft for extended cruising

• On-deck master + ensuite head

• Twin CAT C32A 1900HP enginesRP

SERIES:

RP97 // RP100 // RP110 // RP120

NOW IN EUROPE

HORIZON FD75

Your dream yacht is waiting
so you don't have to…

• Open Bridge configuration

• Split-level pilothouse

• Wide 20’ 4” beam

• Twin MAN V8 1200hp engines

• 4 staterooms with on-deck master

• Expansive entertaining flybridge

FD SERIES:

FD75 // FD80 // FD85 // FD87 // FD92 // FD102 // FD125

NOW IN THE US

HORIZON V68 MOTORYACHT

NOW IN THE US

HORIZON FD80 SKYLINE MOTORYACHT

• Beach club with Hi/Lo platform

• 3 spacious ensuite staterooms

• Open flybridge with day head

• Zero Speed stabilizers + thrusters

• Large foredeck seating + sunpads

• Twin CAT C18A 1136HP engines

V SERIES:

• Enclosed skylounge w/ dayhead

• Spacious 22’ 8" beam

• On-deck master + 3 ensuite + crew

• Convertible table for formal dining

• Beach club with Hi/Lo platform

• Twin MAN V8 1200HP engines

FD SERIES:

FD75 // FD80 // FD85 // FD87 // FD92 // FD102 // FD125

USA
+1 561 721 4850
hori zonyachtusa.com

EUROPE
+34 971 673 508
hori zonyachte urope .com

V68 // V72 // V80

AUSTRALIA
+61 7 5577 9009
hori zonyachtaus.com

P A I D

A D V E R T I S E M E N T

P A I D

A D V E R T I S E M E N T

P A I D

A D V E R T I S E M E N T

P A I D

A D V E R T I S E M E N T

Horizon's Premier
Service & Refit Center

Network of Operations

Annual Scheduled Maintenance
Interior Modifications / Painting
Hull Structure Modifications
Naval Architecture Services
Haul Out / Class Approval

Horizon
Shipyard

Atech
Composites

Vision
Shipyard

Premier
Shipyard

Horizon
City Marina

SINCE 1987

SINCE 2000

SINCE 2001

SINCE 2005

452,080 SQFT

249,070 SQFT

161,460 SQFT

258,330 SQFT

YACHTS UP TO 200FT

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

YACHTS UP TO 150FT LOA

COMPOSITE LAB

YACHTS UP TO 80FT LOA

DELIVERY CENTER

FULL SERVICE MARINA

INTERIOR DESIGN CENTER

TECHNOLOGY SHOWROOM

INTERIOR DESIGN CENTER

REFIT SERVICES

CLUBHOUSE AND RESTAURANT

SINCE 2014

Worldwide Distribution Network

A TALENTED NAVAL ARCHITECTURE TEAM AND A CONVENIENT MARINA LOCATION.
The Horizon Refit Center has the capacity to accommodate 100ft-plus (30m+) yachts for
maintenance, repair, and refit services. The Refit Center encompasses 656ft (200m) of waterfront
property on Taiwan's Kaohsiung Harbor and is equipped with a 200ft (60m) x 45ft (14m) floating
dry dock with 500-ton lifting capacity and 26,000sqft (24,000sqm) of private yard space.
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+886 7 860 7770
info@horizonyacht.com

Our Series Defined
THE HORIZON FLEET

PC
SERIES

EP
SERIES

FD
SERIES

E

SERIES

PC52

PC60

PC74

PC65

Elegant Design, Luxurious Amenities, Ultra Comfortable Cruising

EP69

EP150

FD80

V

RP97

RP

RP110

RP120

P110

P

FD87

V80

Multi-Functional Exterior Areas and Superyacht Space

P140

Superyacht Styling, Fully Customized Build

SERIES

FD85

V72

Timeless, Versatile, Customizable

SERIES

SERIES

Designed to Inspire, Built to Explore

FD75

V68

FD92

FD102

FD125

Innovation, Efficiency, Style, and Space

E56

E56XO

E62

Seaworthy, Sporty, Something for Everyone

E75

E78

E84

E88

E98

76

GOLD ANCHOR MARINA

horizon life

WORLD CLASS AMENITIES

WATERFRONT DINING

E X PE R I E NC E C I T Y L I F E
Coming Fall 2020

H O R I ZO N C I T Y M AR INA

FD92

A GOLD ANCHOR MARINA, A GATEWAY TO LUXURY.
The world class Horizon City Marina accommodates yachts
up to 200 feet (60m) in 12 berths and alongside 1,100 feet
of environmentally-friendly floating docks. Enjoy complete
yachting services and amenities in Asia's up and coming
leisure destination.
+886 963 713 993

Tri-deck build. Five staterooms. Enclosed skylounge. Open flybridge.
Inspired by one Horizon owner who desired both an enclosed skylounge
and an open flybridge, the brand new FD92 model offers the best of
indoor and outdoor living. Look for the first FD92 at the 2020 Fort
Lauderdale International Boat Show.
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hcm.horizonyacht.com

FD SERIES
// FD87

C

FREEDOM LIES IN BEING

O
R
D
R
O
V
E
R
D
E
S
I
G
N

Since debuting the first FD Series motoryacht featuring the High Performance Piercing
Bow and hull design, we have answered the market’s demand for interior space,
superyacht amenities, and stability, resulting in 20 orders and the creation of
7 models in just 3 years - and becoming the world’s fastest growing yacht series.

USA
+1 561 721 4850
horizonyachtusa.com

EUROPE
+34 971 673 508
horizonyachteurope.com

AUSTRALIA
+61 7 5577 9009
horizonyachtaus.com

